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Abstract 
Fast growth of foundry fabs, fierce global competition and 
advancements of information technology have motivated in the 
semiconductor industry the concept of Virtual Fab (VF) with emphasis 
on manufacturing service provisioning. In this paper, a conceptual 
framework is proposed for Ws, which consists of three layers: 
infrastructure, business process, and virtual product layers. Data 
warehouse, open real-time simulation service, dynamic binding and 
customer-oriented interface constitute the four key ingredients of the 
infrastructure Basic manufacturing business processes in the context 
of order management are then analyzed and manufacturing services are 
carefklly classified within the VF framework. How the proposed VF 
infrastructure facilitates these services and how service quality should be 
managed demand for hture research. 

* This work was supported in part by the National Science Council of the Republic of China under Grants 
NSC 86-2622-E-002-025R. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, the risk of running a fab has increased significantly because of 
the high capital investment and the very dynamic business environment. The 
industry has responded to the high risk by several business strategies such as strategic 
alliance and dedicated foundry fab. During the past ten years, particularly in Taiwan, 
foundry has become one of the fastest growth businesses in the IC industry. It was 
estimated that 8% of worldwide production volume is currently provided by foundry 
fab but this number will increase to more than 20% in the coming few years. There 
is no doubt that the foundry business will be even more important in the near future 
and competition will arise. However, the business model of running a foundry fab is 
totally different that of a product fab and the value-added activity cannot be analyzed 
purely based on the traditional “manufacturing” model. A new model which 
provides customers with “services” in addition to manufacturing capability must be in 
place. 

To serve the needs of fabless semiconductor companies and to respond to new 
challenges and opportunities for foundry fabs, the concept of “Virtual Fab (VF)” with 
manufacturing service has been proposed by the industry as one of the critical aspects 
for achieving competitiveness [9]. Although there have been diversified definitions 
about the concept and its realization approaches remain ambiguous to most of the 
practitioners, the VF concept may lead to a service-oriented new business model to IC 

industry, 

Table 1 lists some existing views of VF from different perspectives of both 
customers and suppliers. For example, tsmc [9], from the foundry fab perspective, 
defines the VF as the customers’ fab. To satisfy many customers, however, the 
physical fab must provide customerized services and mixed products by dynamically 
changing operation and capacity configuration. Stanford University [ 1 11, from the 
engineering development perspective, perceives the VF as simulation tools to run in 
parallel with or before the actual fab for fast process, product, and operation 
developments. Intel [l], from the fab ramp up perspective, views the VF as an 
integrated teddevelopment hub and “copy it exactly” to many fabs. Siemens [20], 
on the other hand, views VF as a capability to copy intelligently to many fabs. 
Different processing machines are allowed in different fabs as long as key product 
parameters are matched. This is also similar to National’s [21] definition, which 
requires quality portability among either internal or external fabs. 
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Table 1 : Various views of virtual fab 

Source 

Stanford U. 1 Simulated fab 

Intel I Copy Exactly 

I 

I 

NSC I SquareBeaker 

Characteristics 
Foundry fab 
Customized services 
Mixed products 
Dynamic operational and capacity configuration 
Virtual fab and real fab in parallel for fasi 
process, product, and operation developments 
Integrated test/development hub 
Fast fab ramu UD 

A reference site 
Centralized technology development 
Process match (key product parameters) 

9 Exploitation of local strength by allowing 

Centralized process change review 
Making mixed signal products portable 

different processing machines 

Our goals in this paper are to 
1) define and propose a conceptual framework of VF, and 
2) define and classify manufacturing services in the context of order management. 
Under such goals, the remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
describes the proposed VF framework and architecture. Order management-related 
business processes and manufacturing services are then classified in Section 3. 
Finally, Section 4 gives some concluding remarks. 

2. Virtual Fab Definition 

There have been many definitions in the literature about virtual enterprise in 
general and virtual manufacturing in specific. We define a virtual fab by combining 
the salient features of IC wafer fabrication business and the generic concepts of virtual 
manufacturing. 

2.1 Nature of Virtuality 

In order to construct a conceptual framework of VF, the nature of virtuality is 
Based on our study, the elements of virtuality can be first explored and defined. 

summarized as: separation, transparency, real-time simulation, and customization [ 51. 

First, the concept of Separation is that one is able to separate himself from time 
That is, one may get involved with an 

Separation 
and/or space within a virtual environment. 
activity without being physically on-site or without being synchronous. 
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can be applied to tangible and intangible entities and is usually intended to increase 
the performance or efficiency. For example, separating the container from a truck 
reduces the waiting time to loadhnload cargo. The application of ED1 (electronic 
data interchange) is based on the idea of separating information flow from goods flow. 
Qkumoto (electronic chicken), a popular new toy, is another good example of 
separation. Instead of breeding a “real” chicken, one may take care of a “virtual 
chicken” whose behavior simulates the real chicken. Qkumoto separates the 
behavior from the chicken’s body. 

Second, transparency refers to the ability to access information without 
physically owning the information. To be more specific, the information provider 
must design a system so that users of different locations, different platforms, different 
application tools, and different organizations can access the data without difficulty. 

Third, simulation is the activity of imitating the real-world facilities or processes. 
The facility or process of interest is usually called a system. In the IC fabrication 
scenario, it can be a device, a process, or the factory itself. For example, consider a 
manufacturing firm that is contemplating building a large extension onto one of its 
plants but is not sure if the potential gain in productivity would justify the 
construction cost It certainly would not be cost-effective to build an extension and 
then remove it later if it does not work out. However, a carehl simulation study 
could shed some light on the question by simulating the operation of the plant as it 
currently exists and as it would be Ifthe plant were expanded. In general, simulation 
itself is already a useful tool in practice; however, it is “real time” performance that 
makes virtuality possible. By real time, we mean that the simulated results must be 
fast enough to promote the interactions between the users and the simulated system. 

Finally, Customization refers to the flexibility to fit different users’ needs in a 
dynamic environment. To the users, the feeling of 
virtuality comes from the customized interface specifically designed to satisfy them. 
To the system designers, the system itself must have the flexibility to adjust its 
internal operations dynamically to respond to the external needs. 

This has two implications. 

2.2 Conceptual Framework 

Based on the nature of virtuality, a conceptual framework for VF is proposed. 
As shown in Figure 1, there are three layers in this framework. The bottom layer is 
the infrastructure layer which includes four key ingredients data warehouse, open 
real-time simulation, dynamic binding service [ 101, and customer-oriented interface. 
The middle layer is the traditional business process layer which includes the 
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processes 

customer-contact processes and non-customer-contact processes [ 121. The top layer 
is the delivered virtual product layer which is divided into three types: serviced time, 
information, and possession [ 191. Each of the layers will be explained below. 

processes 

Virtual Product Layer I Serviced time I Information I Possession 1 

Infrastructure Layer 

- T 1 Customer-contact 1 Non-customer-contact 1 

Data warehouse, open real-time simulation, dynamic 
binding service, customer-oriented interface 

Virtual Fab Architecture: 

2.3 Architecture 
In our definition, a virtual fab is an environment that provides transparent 

descriptions and simulations of a semiconductor wafer fab to internal/external users, 
who are separatedpom the real entity in space andor time, via open and easy access 
and real time response to user speci$c needs. Based on this definition, an 
architecture is proposed in Figure 2. Four key ingredients are identified: data 
warehouse, open real-time simulation, dynamic binding service, and customer- 
oriented interface. 

The data warehouse is a centralized data base (physical or logical) that 
It integrates all the data generated in every business process inside or outside a fab. 

must be set up in the early phase of a VF construction. The fact that customers often 
request data stored in various locations and formats make the demand for data 
integration imperative. A data warehouse provides an easy access of up-to-date fab 
data. It maintains consistent, and integrated datdinformation to various users. Via 
properly differentiated reporting interface, it provides information on demand service 
with customized data portfolio. A good data warehouse has the features of easy 
access, transparency, integrity, timeliness, and security [3, 41. A data warehouse 
may largely reduce the time and cost in reporting both internally and externally. It 
prevents errors and improves data quality through integrated data management. As a 
result, its timely provisioning of accurate data and sufficient information may shorten 
decision-making life cycle, help raise decision quality, and allow users to cope with 
changes via clear situation assessments. 
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Figure 2: Virtual fab architecture 

An open real-time simulation service (ORTS) provides a real-time simulation 
environment where simulation resources are open to customer access. In addition to 
the data model behind a data warehouse, modeling effort must be carried out from the 
highest fab level to the most detailed device level and from views of hnction, 
information, resource and organization. A complete fab reference model provides a 
common language for communication and integration; it may also depict a clear 
picture of both the fab system and its associated business processes. Product, 
process and production flow models can be used to support simulation tools for 
optimizing product and production plans, process parameters, quality control policies 
and other fab operation conditions. ORTS tools are critical to support competitive 
manufacturing services and constitute a part that is not easily copied by competitors. 
To provide ORTS, effective models for various levels and purposes must be 
constructed, and it takes time and experience to develop good models. The complete 
ORTS is able to provide simulation services on product, process and production flow 
independent of platform and software. As ORTS can be used for what-if analysis, 
predictiordextrapolation and virtual prototyping, it will serve as a significant decision 
support tool to both internal users and customers [2, 171. 

To make the manufacturing service available to customers’ requests and to allow 
effective access to all the fab resources that constitute a service, including data, 
software, hardware, human resources, and business processes, the fab must possess 
the ability to break down the requested service and effectively integrate all the 
available resources. Dynamic binding service [ 101 facilitates such service break 
down and resource marshaling processes. It integrates fbnctions such as resource 
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registration, activation, scheduling and optimization. Resource registration is to take 
all resource available into binding service’s control umbrella. Resource management 
is to automate the resource scheduling, optimization and allocation processes. While 
customer-end interface must make easy the task of customers to issue requests, the fab 
must at the same time take care of all the complexity behind each request via dynamic 
binding mechanism. 

A customer-oriented intevface is the carrier through which customers feel the 
existence of VF. Most of the services provided by VF, including order status check, 
what-if planning, production flow simulation, and process simulation must be 
executed through the customer-oriented interface. Therefore, the design and quality 
of this interface is key to the success of VF. There are three important features in 
this customer-oriented interface: customization (contents) [8], transparency 
(presentation), and flexibility [ 181. 

3. Manufacturing Services 

Directly on top of the VF infrastructure layer are the business process and 
virtual product/service layers. Since our goal is to provide services in addition to 
manufacturing capability, we need to carehlly classify manufacturing services within 
the VF scenario and determinant how the proposed infrastructure may facilitate these 
services. 

3.1 Business Processes 

Business processes are divided into customer-contact and non-customer-contact 
processes. Service delivery processes require direct customer contact and are visible 
to customers. In contrast, service operation processes do not involve direct service 
contact and are traditionally invisible to customers. Figure 3 depicts the traditional 
functional flow or value chain model [ 161. Value is created during different stages 
and customers may not get involved with the creation process. In fact, in the 
traditional business process flow, customers receive services mostly in the 
saledmarketing and after-sale service stages. 

In the foundry business, as product complexity and add-on value increase while 
product/technology life cycle decreases, tightly coupled, concurrent interactions 
between customers and manufacturers in the value adding process become 
indispensable to their respective competitiveness such as high yield and quick 
response time. Through a VF infrastructure, customers can now be interfaced with 
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any production stage through one unified channel This capability, in turn, creates 
“virtual products” in addition to tangible products In other words, customers 
virtually can access virtual products via multyle service encounters**, but physically 
access face-to-faced services via only one service encounter as in the traditional 
business process. 

- Product - Order delivery 
availability - Carrier 
check performance 

- Caner  reviewed 
assignment - Carrier 

delivery of shipment 
appointment status 

notification 

- Customer communication 

- Shipment 

- BillingiInvoicing 

i Non-customer-contact 1 Supporting Functions I\ 

Core 
Activities 

4 4 4 4 4 

Figure 3: Single service encounter vs. multiple service encounters 

To better understand what values or services that might be created during the 
production process, the skeleton of a business process flow is analyzed. For example, 
in a typical ordering process, we decompose the process into several stages as shown 
in Figure 4 [6] Some core activities are also listed for each stage. In the one hand, a 
VF facilitates these business activities and results in both real and virtual products. 
On the other hand, business process reengineering may be motivated by the 
introduction of VF concepts 

customer needs 
& develop 

Oiciering pi+Fi+pl -+ Control& - pDrlrm/+iJiiZ-l 
Process Plnmng Acquisition Processing Executxon Transaction 

Planning 
(Reqervation) 

- Underqtand 

Technology 
assessment 
Query & 
quotations 
Negotiations 
Order placing 
Credit check 
Priceiallowance 
assignment 

Figure 4: Ordering process activities 

receivables 
- Promotion fnnds 

payment 
- Deduction 
resolution 

I 

** Semce encounter defined as “a penod of time during wluch a customer interacts hrectly with a 
cewzce” The nature and extent of service encounters vary widely according the level of customer 
contact with the orgamzaQon and its personnel [ 121 
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3.2 Virtual products and manufacturing services 

In our framework, the virtual product layer adds a new dimension of virtual 
products to business activities involving information goods and services. Briefly 
speaking, virtual products refer to the intangible products produced during the 
production process. Their content usually determines the service level and in many 
cases, determines the perceived value from the customers' point of views. In our 
fkamework, we have tried to define three types of virtual products: serviced time, 
information, and possession [ 191. Table 2 lists their respective definitions and 
examples in a typical business process of manufacturing. 

Table 2: Virtual product types in a manufacturing business process 

Virtual 
Product 

Serviced 
time 

Information 

Possession 

Definition 

Periods available for specific purposes 
Customers consume the time of 
professional staffs 

Knowledge of technology, event, or 

Customers acquire their concerned 
status 

knowledge 

Token or reservation nght from fab 
during a specific period 
Customers keep the token or right for 
exchange related service@) in specific 
conditions 

Examples 

Similar to the service from consultants, 

Technology assessment by consulting 

Negotiation with professional sales 

doctors, or lawyer 

professional engineers 

remesentatives 
* Similar to the contents of electronic 

magazines or FedEx's web-based 
package tracking service 
Query related information for concern 
Check order status or delivery status 
Similar to airlines' seat reservation 
service 
Receive capacity reservation from fab 

With the introduction of the business process and virtual product concept, we 
now define a manufacturing service as the integration of service provisioning into a 
manufacturing process. It includes not only the end-to-end process but also the 
associated services This philosophy is consistent with the current thinking of 
business re-engineering (organizing around a process instead of a function) and total 
quality management (providing service quality in addition to physical products). 
Figure 5 shows a classification of manufacturing services based on a typical 
manufacturing business process flow and virtual product types just defined. For 
example, for the purpose of business planning service provisioning, a VF should 
provide customer-need realization service and capacity reservation service. These 
services facilitate fabless customers and contractors to effectively plan their own 
business plans. 
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Figure 5: Manufacturing service classes 

4. Concluding Remarks 

A conceptual framework for VF has been defined in this paper. Manufacturing 
services and virtual products of VF have also been preliminarily identified 
However, our proposed VF framework does not address how quality measures of 
manufacturing services (QoS), such as cycle time, cost, flexibility, and yield [7, 13, 14, 
151, should be effectively managed. In addition to in-depth study of manufacturing 
service and virtual product provisioning under our proposed VF, our on-going 
research includes definition of significant QoS metrics for foundry fabs, translation of 
global QoS specifications to local performance requirements for fab entities, and QoS 
management in the VF framework. Results will be reported in hture  papers. 
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